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I Never Knew It Could Be Like This
By A Birth Mom

		
Last May I found out that I was pregnant. I
have two amazing children but knew I couldn’t
parent another child. My life was very complicated
and I was a single mother; bringing a baby into that
situation wouldn’t be fair to the baby or us. I didn’t
know where to turn.
		
When someone suggested contacting
Catholic Charities North Dakota, I checked out
their website and looked at profiles of their adoptive
families who were waiting for a baby. Connecting
with CCND was the best way to go.
		
I started working with an adoption social
worker, and with her support, made an adoption plan
for my baby. I felt strongly that I wanted to give my
baby to someone who didn’t have any children. However, the morning that I was going to choose a family, I felt
very different and decided to look at all of the families. I looked through all the profile books and really felt a
connection with a family who already had one child.
The social worker scheduled a meeting between the adoptive parents and me. After the two hour
meeting, we exchanged phone numbers and from that point on, we felt like old friends. We talked all the time
and not just about the baby. They were able to come to doctor’s appointments and were there for the ultrasound.
At one point during the ultrasound, the adoptive dad said “our baby is being difficult” as he was moving and
wouldn’t let them get a good measurement. This made me so happy. From the moment I met them, this was
their baby. I felt like I was a surrogate, bringing this couple their dream.
My water broke two weeks before my due date at 2:00 a.m. The adoptive couple lived four hours away
and I kept telling my little guy that he had to wait until his parents arrived because they couldn’t miss this. The
family arrived at the hospital and were present when he was born. The joy in the room was incredible and the
adoptive dad was even able to cut the cord. He was named Carter, and he was perfect!
The two days in the hospital were so full of love. I held Carter, fed him, and told him how amazing he
was. Through the whole process I was touched by how the adoptive couple treated me. I told them that they
didn’t have to be so nice to me and that there is nothing they could have done that would change my mind. I felt
like there was some Greater Power at hand through all of this; He was just using me so Carter could meet his
parents.
The adoptive family and Carter will always be a part of my life. We talk often, exchange pictures
frequently, and have plans to attend some summer celebrations together. This past year has been the toughest
year of my life. I never thought that I would have to go through something like this, but with the help of
Catholic Charities North Dakota, I am proud to say that for nine short months I had a purpose. I am a Birth
Mother and this was one of the most amazing experiences of my life. I never knew it could be like this.
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Dianne Nechiporenko

95 years: A time to reflect

		
Now is an opportunity to pause and reflect
on our story, where Catholic Charities North Dakota
started and how far we have come. Not only a chance to reflect but to celebrate
yesterday and look forward to the future. For 95 years Catholic Charities has
served the state of North Dakota. We have evolved with time in our quest to
provide social services in an ever- changing social environment.
In 1923 Msgr. Vincent Ryan created the Catholic Welfare Bureau to serve
the needs of vulnerable populations in North Dakota. His priorities were the poor,
dependent children and unmarried mothers. In July 1926, under Bishop Aloisuis
Muench, the Catholic Welfare Bureau was incorporated as a non-profit organization. Early reports identify helping unmarried mothers throughout the state as
well as assisting with the adoption process. The name has changed from
Catholic Welfare Bureau to Catholic Family Service to our current Catholic
Charities North Dakota. Through the evolution of Catholic Charities our core
strengths have always remained constant – helping the most vulnerable and
advocating for the common good of all.
Catholic Welfare Bureau began with 1 social worker for the entire state.
Within a year she had hired a second. Today our staff numbers over 50. We have
grown from an adoption agency to 4 significant programs. We continue with
adoption and pregnancy support through our Pregnancy, Parenting, and
Adoption Services (PPAS) program and adoption from foster care through our
Adults Adopting Special Kids (AASK) program. During the 1980’s we
expanded into guardianship, which just celebrated 30 years of existence. Our
Guardianship Services program provides services on behalf of individuals with
intellectual disabilities. Catholic Charities North Dakota began Counseling
Services in 2003 in Fargo and now serves clients throughout North Dakota. We
recently added coverage for the Grand Forks, Bismarck, and Dickinson areas.
Catholic Charities provided services to over 2,350 clients last year and touched
many more lives.
Moving forward we see an ever-growing need to assist the vulnerable
elderly throughout our state. We have been exploring options to assist through
collaborative efforts of agencies in existence, starting with a friendly visitor
program or creating a guardianship program. The need is great and the calling to
help the elderly is a passionate focus of mine.
"Being UNWANTED UNLOVED UNCARED for FORGOTTEN by
everybody, I think that is much GREATER HUNGER, a much GREATER
POVERTY than the person who has nothing to eat." -Mother Teresa
Charity begins with each and every one of us. It’s not in the numbers but
helping the person next to you. We can all reach out and be kind, charitable, and
loving to our neighbor.

Development Director
What’s Your Story?
		
Each of our program’s stories have something in common, a North Dakotan
down on their luck, maybe otherwise a lot like you or I. Many just need a helping hand,
a caring soul to show they are not alone. These stories encourage us in our work, even when the results aren’t
always perfect. In fact, most of us will also struggle with our own demons throughout life. Maybe it’s just that
some are more apparent than others. Depression or alcoholism that causes someone to lose a job or drop out of
school just might be easier to see than others that are more “hidden” or perhaps seem more “manageable.”
What I have found in my development work is that it is usually not the wealthiest or ones with the most
worldly success who are attracted to our mission at Catholic Charities North Dakota. Rather it is, and probably
always has been, those who “can relate.” By that I mean ordinary people like you or I who have experienced
or lived through and survived struggles ourselves. Maybe we have been “between jobs” before, had to
“couch-surf” or stay “for awhile” with family or friends, or have suffered through major medical illness
ourselves or with a loved one.
These survivors and everyday heroes as some have called them are the people who support Catholic
Charities North Dakota. They are the ones often most willing to give of their time, talent, and treasure to help
others in need. They are the ones who try to make the world a better place, especially for the poor and most
vulnerable. They are the ones who sacrifice for the common good. They recognize the value of life and
inherent human dignity of each person we serve.
Over Easter I watched the movie Same Kind of Different as Me. This movie teaches forgiveness and
tells the story of a wealthy family that meets a homeless man who challenges their world view and daily lives.
There are a number of uplifting movies that give us hope, entertainment that promotes the good of others,
encouraging us to do our best. Yet if we don’t put this sentiment into action that’s all it remains, a nice thought
that does nothing to help others.
While not all of us may be called to open our own homes to a stranger—and we should be prudent
before doing so—isn’t that kind of what adoption is? Loving families who welcome a new baby, or a child in
foster care who needs a forever family, into their homes are truly welcoming the stranger are they not? Pope
Francis calls for a “culture of encounter.” But how can we really encounter and engage society unless we
consciously choose to make ourselves present to those around us? All of us are called to do something, to
participate in charitable works.
Does your gift to Catholic Charities make an impact? The answer is wholeheartedly a “Yes!” For 95
years now you, and maybe your parents, and possibly even your parents’ parents, have made an impact by
contributing to the mission and work of Catholic Charities North Dakota. I smile when people call us
Catholic Family Service or even the Catholic Welfare Bureau because that’s how they know us—maybe we
were there for them or someone they knew 25 or 50 years ago. That they have fond memories of our agency
over the years as a young and growing faith-based nonprofit throughout North Dakota well before we later
became affiliated with Catholic Charities USA is something to be proud of!
If your life has been touched by Catholic Charities North Dakota, or as Catholic Family Service or the
Catholic Welfare Bureau, we would love to hear your personal story. Please contact us as we collect stories for
our 95th Anniversary this year. We would love to have you be a part of the celebration!
Chad Prososki
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Adults Adopting Special Kids (AASK)
Finding a Home for a Child
One of the many important tasks of the Adults Adopting Special Kids (AASK)
Chris Martin
Adoption Specialists is recruiting a family for those children who do not have a family
Director
identified for them. In North Dakota this number sits between 30 and 40 at any one time.
To find a family for a child the AASK worker provides ‘diligent recruitment’ efforts. This means they delve
deeply into the child’s family tree for relatives, no matter how distant, who may be open to discussing permanency
for the child. Through this family member we may learn of other, even more distant leads to pursue, even people
unrelated to the child. Obituaries, church connections, schools, service providers, activities such as 4-H, also
provide leads to pursue. There are situations where distant relatives or past connections were not aware of the
child’s need for a family in which to heal and grow, and are willing to welcome the child into their family.
If these searches are unfruitful, the worker continues to provide more general recruitment efforts by
distributing information via flyers, the AASK Heart Times Newsletter, the North Dakota Heart Gallery, and local
and national recruitment websites. All inquiries are followed up on and any interested families undergo the scrutiny
and assessment process common for all adoptions. Our waiting children are brave, beautiful, spirited, and ever
hopeful; a better bunch would be hard to find.

Counseling Services
				

When Grief Brings You Down
This article was written by a client.

		
I knew something had to be done. I knew that I couldn’t keep going on like I was. I
was sad and angry every day. I would call in “sick” to work at least once every week. I hated
my life and I hated myself. Sometimes I wished that I could die.
Carlyss Kurtti
		
I had lost my mom to cancer a year prior, but I should have been over that, right?
Director
Everyone else in my family was doing fine and dealing with it. I needed to get some help.
My friend told me that Catholic Charities North Dakota had some great counselors and that she had gone to
counseling the year after she started college when she was having a hard time dealing with the change.
I was nervous to call a Catholic counseling center because I was not Catholic. I was afraid that I would be
judged. My friend assured me that Catholic Charities North Dakota serves people of all faiths, so I called and made
an appointment. My counselor truly cared about me and took the time to really get to know me. She knew exactly
how to guide me through the grief process. She was patient and didn’t judge me. She had me express all of the
emotions I had been trying to hold back and told me that everyone grieves at their own pace. She encouraged me
when I needed it and challenged me to work through the process.
Now I am feeling so much better and have a whole new outlook on life. I still have days when those
feelings creep in, but now I have some tools to help me pull myself out of it. My lifestyle is healthier. I am sleeping
better, eating healthy foods, exercising, and I haven’t missed any work in three months. Now I know that I have the
tools to maintain my mental health. I can’t thank my CCND counselor enough for the help she gave me. I will be
forever grateful.
This is just one of many stories of recovery and improvement that our clients send after their treatment.
CCND Counseling Services relies on our generous donors to continue providing these critical mental health
services.
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Guardianship Services
It Takes Time

It Takes Time

Donna Byzewski
Director

Our Guardianship Workers are responsible for 463 adults with intellectual disabilities. The
worker will develop a relationship with the client which is likely to last for many years. This
story highlights the importance of having an on-going, long-term relationship.

Catholic Charities North Dakota has served as guardian for “Dennis” for the past 4 years. Dennis has a
diagnosis of a mild intellectual disability and struggles with depression, paranoia and alcohol abuse.
In 2014, the court determined that Dennis was unable to make responsible decisions for his well-being
which placed him at risk of harm. During the first two years of the guardianship, Dennis often refused to meet with
his guardianship worker and he refused all medical and psychiatric appointments. Dennis lived in a small efficiency
apartment with support from a residential service provider but he would often lock them out of his apartment so
they couldn’t regularly help him with paying his bills, cleaning his apartment, washing clothes and grocery
shopping.
His guardianship worker made many attempts to visit Dennis and, very slowly over time, a fragile rapport
was established. Dennis’s guardianship worker took a very low key, supportive approach to services so that trust
would develop over time. After two years, Dennis began to trust his guardianship worker and, with much
encouragement and support, agreed to have a physical check-up and to see his psychiatrist. His primary physician
diagnosed Dennis with a chronic condition that requires daily medication. Over time, he began taking his
medication on an almost daily basis and he began to feel better. He has been seeing his psychiatrist on a regular
basis and he has attended some alcohol support groups.
Although Dennis still struggles with alcohol abuse and paranoia, he is much more open about working with
his guardianship worker, residential staff, his doctors and a Developmental Disabilities Program Manager at the
Human Service Center. Having a guardian has had a very positive impact on his life.
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Tributes
In Memory of			
By
My Wife and Family		
James D. Schreiner
Frances and Robert Kobe
Mark Kobe
Henry (Hank) Leintz		
Mary and Hugh Hall
Raymond Hoffman		
Dianne Hoffman
Tucker Wavra			
Gayle and Larry Coles
Walt Bogner			
Cindy and Aaron 		
Krauter
Willard Jaeger			
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Irene Link			
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Albert Dobitz			
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Keith Herold			
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Eugene Kuntz			
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Mary Eve Thomas		
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
George “Bud” Sinner		
Cindy and Aaron Krauter
Edward (Buckshot) Hollinger Cindy & Aaron Krauter,
				
Ann Krauter, and Emily
				
and Brock Boos
Ann Schulz			
Dixie and Larry Schulz
Ryan Schulz			
Dixie and Larry Schulz
Doris and Duane Liffrig
Deborah and Kim Kaul
Dave Irmen			
David Lill
Donald (Bud) Clairmont
David Lill
Elsie Clairmont		
David Lill
Joyce Praus			
Dina Benz
JoAnne Adkins		
Teresa and James Monk, Jr.
JoAnne Adkins		
W. James Adkins
Jean Dyrness			
Margaret and Lloyd
				 Thilmony
Stella Mueller			
Margaret and Lloyd
				 Thilmony
Judy Winkler			
Margaret and Lloyd
				 Thilmony
Marie A. Drake		
OA Inc. Products
				 Cooperative
Jack E. Kautzman		
Virginia Kautzman
Dawn and Joe Miller		
Fr. John Evans
Fr. Dave McCauley		
Fr. John Evans
Fr. Dave McCauley		
Agnes Harrington
Alfred Frappier		
Terri and Kaylin Frappier
Diane Marthaler		
Scott Marthaler
Msgr. Anthony R. Peschel
Catherine Duffy
Leone and Oscar Wold
Alice and Don Such
Erma and Barney Such
Alice and Don Such
August Vetter			
Deb and Kevin Leier
Marsha Schmidt		
Deb and Kevin Leier
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Raymond Renschler		
Deb and Kevin Leier
LCDR William R. Muscha Carol Muscha
Leona and Ed Doom		
Margaret and Jim Rundlett				 Doom
Tom McNulty			
Louise Zuern
Liz Bradner			
Samantha Delong
Olivine Houdek		
Samantha Delong
Reuben Elshaug		
Pam King/Gerald Weinrich
Reuben Elshaug		
Amy and Steve Determan
My Family			
James Schreiner
JoAnn Hardy			
Gloria and Leonard Niess
Fr. Dave McCauley		
Fr. John Evans
Kitty Engelstad		
Stephanie and Donald
				 Borud
Kitty Engelstad		
Donna Fricke
Kitty Engelstad		
Judy and James
				 Cunningham
Kitty Engelstad		
Jennifer and Blair Thoreson
Kitty Engelstad		
Colleen and Joseph Ressler
Kitty Engelstad		
L. Nadeane Silbernagel
My brothers Chan So		
May Fuka
and Chan Chi Ming		
Michelle Duppong		
Lisa and Brad Gray
Linda Hankel			
Angela Hansen
Henrietta Nistler		
Jaylene Kovash
Nanette Krueger		
Lloyd Krueger
Ron Hoffart			
Rachel Nistler
Danny Hager			
Val Olson
Deacon Math Prom		
Jeanne Prom
Thomas E. Steffan		
Larry Steffan
Garrett F. Walsh		
John Walsh
Arney Putz			
Lillian and Ray Seifert
Emeline and Joe Langowski Buster Langowski
In Honor of			
By
Rev. Bernie Schneider		
Helen Kram
Deacon Paul Schneider
Helen Kram
Catholic Charities staff
Roberta and Richard
				 Johnson
My wife, Eunice, and sons, Peter Kuhn
Alan and James		
Our mother/mother-in law,
Shirley			
Charlotte and Nick Kitsch
Mary and Fred Manuel
Kim and Jeff Manuel
Alicia and Chris Hoffarth
Family		
Betty and Eric Schill

Commemorative gifts were given between October 1, 2017 - March 30, 2018.
Tributes are recognized now and all other donations received throughout the
year will be recognized in our Annual Report.
Steven Swisher		
Kathleen and Donald
				 Runyon
Bismarck Radiology		
Kramer Agency
Associates		
Rosemary & Del Grimestad Thomas Grimestad
Brittany			Blanche Schaan
Marjorie Hill			
Mary Sue Baumgartner
The Beautitudes		
Ev and Brian Kappel
Barth Family			
Kathleen Brantl
Our Family			
Joan and Peter Edwards
June and Paul Stafki		
Angela Hansen
Fr. James Ermer		
Marian Kasowski

My Kids			
Stephanie Kupser
Ron Germain			
George Lies
Roger Schwinghammer
Lorene and Tim Mathern
Our Beautiful Girls		
Michelle and Mike Perius
Kris Haycraft			
Dawn Peters
Chad Prososki			
Fr. Neil Pfeifer
Margaret Rundlett-Doom
Mary and Bob Rohla
Mark Julik			Blake Trenbeath
Our Adopted Grandchildren, Joan and Tony Scheett
Serenity, Alex and Aciana
Srs. Agatha Lucey, Josephine Shawn and Mike Hagstrom
Brennan, Mary Beauclair
Jaselta (Jay) Lorenz

Presentation Sisters Honored at Caritas Luncheon
In March, we honored Presentation Sisters Sr. Agatha
Lucey, Sr. Josephine Brennan, and Sr. Mary Beauclair for
their outstanding service, love, and respect for humanity
shown for over 28 years at Riverview Place in Fargo, ND.
The Presentation Sisters began Riverview Place in
1987 as a retirement community where seniors could
live full, meaningful lives as they continued in the aging
process. Their dream was to create an environment that
nourished body, mind, and spirit.
In 1987, Sr. Agatha came to Riverview Place as an
assistant administrator then Director of Nursing. Her strong
leadership and compassion for the residents have shaped
Steve Lies- Chairman of Board of Directors, Sr. Josephine, Dianne
the faith values and the outstanding reputation at Riverview.
Nechiporenko-Executive Director, Sr. Agatha, Bishop John Folda and
Sr. Mary are shown following the presentation of the Caritas Award. Trained as an elementary teacher, Sr. Josephine educated
everyone every day about the dignity of the individual at
Riverview. As director of food services in the famous Dining Room at Riverview, her staff were always prepared to
professionally serve meals.
Trained as a nurse, Sr. Mary understands the balance of the living plants on this Earth and the aesthetics of
the non-living. She was responsible for the environment both inside and outside at Riverview Place. The physical
beauty and care required at Riverview were a daily companion noticed by all who lived and visited.
When residents, family or friends of residents hear the names of Sister Agatha, Sister Josephine, or Sister
Mary, words that come to mind are: thoughtful, vigilant, caring, Christ-like, advocate, compassionate, loving,
generous, tender hearted, spiritual, welcoming, and servant-minded, just to name a few.
The Caritas Award is given annually to persons or organizations in recognition of outstanding service and
love for humanity. If you know someone that is deserving of this award and you'd like to nominate them for the
next year, please give us a call at 701-235-4457.
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Biography:

The Congregation of Teresian Carmelites in India were welcomed to the
Diocese of Bismarck in 2015. The Spirit of Life Convent was consecrated
on July 28th, 2015 by Bishop David D. Kagan, Bishop of Bismarck. In the
past 2 years, Sr. Mary Michael, Sr. Amal Grace, and St. Josephine have
been working very diligently to continue to help the growing need of
the outreach program at Spirit of Life. Monday through Friday at Spirit
of Life, they run a food pantry, where the sisters can always be found. Sr.
Mary Michael is always at the intake table ready to assess needs and
take information for those who walk through the door. Sr. Amal Grace
and Sr. Josephine are in the back helping the multiple volunteers who
come to help with the food pantry. The sisters help prepare hot meals to
be served while the food pantry is open. They also are a big part of
parish life at Spirit of Life. They are always helping wherever there is a
need around the parish and community.

Caritas Award Luncheon- Be Our Guest!

Honoring
Carmelite
Sisters
Sr. Mary Michael, Sr. Amal Grace
and Sr. Josephine

Tuesday, May 8
11:30amThe- Spirit
1:00pm
of Life sisters (from
left
to right)
Spirit of Life Church
Sr. Josephine
Amal Grace
801 1st St.Sr. SE
Sr. Mary Michael
Mandan, ND 58554

Please RSVP by April 30 to dinner@catholiccharitiesnd.org,
call Chad at 701-235-4457, or on-line at
www.CatholicCharitiesND.org.

